### Year Schedule Master Business Analytics 2018-2019

#### Dual variant

##### Period 1
- **Year 1**
  - **Week 36**
    - Advanced Machine Learning (6 ec) 1
    - Business Analytics (36 ec) 1
    - Text Mining (6 ec) L_PABAALG002
    - Data Mining Techniques (6 ec) X_400108
    - Computational Finance (6 ec) E_IBK3_IFM
    - Business Process Analytics (6 ec) E_FIN_QFRM
    - Performance of Networked Systems (6 ec) X_400122
  - **Week 37**
    - Advanced Machine Learning (6 ec) 2
    - Business Analytics (36 ec) 2
    - Text Mining (6 ec) L_PABAALG002
    - Data Mining Techniques (6 ec) X_400108
    - Computational Finance (6 ec) E_IBK3_IFM
    - Business Process Analytics (6 ec) E_FIN_QFRM
    - Performance of Networked Systems (6 ec) X_400122
  - **Week 38**
    - Advanced Machine Learning (6 ec) 3
    - Business Analytics (36 ec) 3
    - Text Mining (6 ec) L_PABAALG002
    - Data Mining Techniques (6 ec) X_400108
    - Computational Finance (6 ec) E_IBK3_IFM
    - Business Process Analytics (6 ec) E_FIN_QFRM
    - Performance of Networked Systems (6 ec) X_400122
  - **Week 39**
    - Advanced Machine Learning (6 ec) 4
    - Business Analytics (36 ec) 4
    - Text Mining (6 ec) L_PABAALG002
    - Data Mining Techniques (6 ec) X_400108
    - Computational Finance (6 ec) E_IBK3_IFM
    - Business Process Analytics (6 ec) E_FIN_QFRM
    - Performance of Networked Systems (6 ec) X_400122
  - **Week 40**
    - Advanced Machine Learning (6 ec) 5
    - Business Analytics (36 ec) 5
    - Text Mining (6 ec) L_PABAALG002
    - Data Mining Techniques (6 ec) X_400108
    - Computational Finance (6 ec) E_IBK3_IFM
    - Business Process Analytics (6 ec) E_FIN_QFRM
    - Performance of Networked Systems (6 ec) X_400122

##### Period 2
- **Year 2**
  - **Week 41**
    - Advanced Machine Learning (6 ec) 6
    - Business Analytics (36 ec) 6
    - Text Mining (6 ec) L_PABAALG002
    - Data Mining Techniques (6 ec) X_400108
    - Computational Finance (6 ec) E_IBK3_IFM
    - Business Process Analytics (6 ec) E_FIN_QFRM
    - Performance of Networked Systems (6 ec) X_400122
  - **Week 42**
    - Advanced Machine Learning (6 ec) 7
    - Business Analytics (36 ec) 7
    - Text Mining (6 ec) L_PABAALG002
    - Data Mining Techniques (6 ec) X_400108
    - Computational Finance (6 ec) E_IBK3_IFM
    - Business Process Analytics (6 ec) E_FIN_QFRM
    - Performance of Networked Systems (6 ec) X_400122
  - **Week 43**
    - Advanced Machine Learning (6 ec) 8
    - Business Analytics (36 ec) 8
    - Text Mining (6 ec) L_PABAALG002
    - Data Mining Techniques (6 ec) X_400108
    - Computational Finance (6 ec) E_IBK3_IFM
    - Business Process Analytics (6 ec) E_FIN_QFRM
    - Performance of Networked Systems (6 ec) X_400122

#### Professional track

##### Period 1
- **Year 1**
  - **Week 36**
    - Advanced Machine Learning (6 ec) 1
    - Business Analytics (36 ec) 1
    - Text Mining (6 ec) L_PABAALG002
    - Data Mining Techniques (6 ec) X_400108
    - Computational Finance (6 ec) E_IBK3_IFM
    - Business Process Analytics (6 ec) E_FIN_QFRM
    - Performance of Networked Systems (6 ec) X_400122
  - **Week 37**
    - Advanced Machine Learning (6 ec) 2
    - Business Analytics (36 ec) 2
    - Text Mining (6 ec) L_PABAALG002
    - Data Mining Techniques (6 ec) X_400108
    - Computational Finance (6 ec) E_IBK3_IFM
    - Business Process Analytics (6 ec) E_FIN_QFRM
    - Performance of Networked Systems (6 ec) X_400122
  - **Week 38**
    - Advanced Machine Learning (6 ec) 3
    - Business Analytics (36 ec) 3
    - Text Mining (6 ec) L_PABAALG002
    - Data Mining Techniques (6 ec) X_400108
    - Computational Finance (6 ec) E_IBK3_IFM
    - Business Process Analytics (6 ec) E_FIN_QFRM
    - Performance of Networked Systems (6 ec) X_400122
  - **Week 39**
    - Advanced Machine Learning (6 ec) 4
    - Business Analytics (36 ec) 4
    - Text Mining (6 ec) L_PABAALG002
    - Data Mining Techniques (6 ec) X_400108
    - Computational Finance (6 ec) E_IBK3_IFM
    - Business Process Analytics (6 ec) E_FIN_QFRM
    - Performance of Networked Systems (6 ec) X_400122
  - **Week 40**
    - Advanced Machine Learning (6 ec) 5
    - Business Analytics (36 ec) 5
    - Text Mining (6 ec) L_PABAALG002
    - Data Mining Techniques (6 ec) X_400108
    - Computational Finance (6 ec) E_IBK3_IFM
    - Business Process Analytics (6 ec) E_FIN_QFRM
    - Performance of Networked Systems (6 ec) X_400122

##### Period 2
- **Year 2**
  - **Week 41**
    - Advanced Machine Learning (6 ec) 6
    - Business Analytics (36 ec) 6
    - Text Mining (6 ec) L_PABAALG002
    - Data Mining Techniques (6 ec) X_400108
    - Computational Finance (6 ec) E_IBK3_IFM
    - Business Process Analytics (6 ec) E_FIN_QFRM
    - Performance of Networked Systems (6 ec) X_400122
  - **Week 42**
    - Advanced Machine Learning (6 ec) 7
    - Business Analytics (36 ec) 7
    - Text Mining (6 ec) L_PABAALG002
    - Data Mining Techniques (6 ec) X_400108
    - Computational Finance (6 ec) E_IBK3_IFM
    - Business Process Analytics (6 ec) E_FIN_QFRM
    - Performance of Networked Systems (6 ec) X_400122
  - **Week 43**
    - Advanced Machine Learning (6 ec) 8
    - Business Analytics (36 ec) 8
    - Text Mining (6 ec) L_PABAALG002
    - Data Mining Techniques (6 ec) X_400108
    - Computational Finance (6 ec) E_IBK3_IFM
    - Business Process Analytics (6 ec) E_FIN_QFRM
    - Performance of Networked Systems (6 ec) X_400122